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Ap human geography terms and definition of imperialism

answer a repetitive act of a croup, performed to the extent that it becomes a characteristic of the group answer culture that is practiced by small homogenous groups living in an isolated area answer a repetitive act performed by an individual answer culture that is practiced by large heterogeneous groups over a large area answer refusal
to eat particular plants or animals that are thought to embody negative forces in the environment answer the contribution of a location’s distinctive physical features on the way a food tastes (especially important with wines) question cultural landscape (built environment) answer tangible result of a human group’s interaction with its
environment question sequent occupance answer theory that a place is occupied by different groups of people, each group leaving an imprint on the place from which the next group learns question cultural determinism answer humans will overcome the restrictions of the local environment through the use of technology answer a single
attribute of culture (bowing or shaking hands) question nonmaterial culture answer cultural traits that are intangible such as beliefs and attitudes question culture complex/cultural realm answer the combination of all cultural traits (animay, bowing, samurai all put together) answer incorporate variations in cultural traits while recognizing
similarities answer places where important ideas began and from which they spread question relocation diffusion answer the spread of cultural traits through the movement of people question migrant diffusion answer a type of relocation diffusion where the influence of a culture only lasts a short time question maladaptive diffusion answer
adoption of a diffusing trait that is impractical for a region or culture answer the decreased influence of a culture or cultural trait the further the distance from its hearth question spatial diffusion answer spread of any phenomena across space and time. Cultural diffusion is a form of this diffusion in which cultural phenomena diffuse question
environmental determinism answer the local environment will determine local culture answer the local environment might influence local culture question expansion diffusion answer a subtype of diffusion in which a trait spreads outward from its hearth while remaining strong in the original location through hierarchical, contagious, or
stimulus patterns question hierarchical diffusion answer the spread and reinforcement of a cultural trait from a position of power or authority to those with less power or authority question contagious diffusion answer the rapid and expansive spread of a cultural trait question stimulus diffusion answer when one cultural trait emerges out of
another question cultural convergence answer the adoption of a culture or cultural trait by people who live away from it’s hearth answer when people migrate to another country, the immigrant will adopt aspects of the new culture and add the new traits to the traits of their home culture answer when a “weaker” culture adopts traits from a
dominant culture question transculturation answer two cultures that have equal influence on each other without the same effects of acculturation or assimilation question cultural extinction answer obliteration of an entire culture by war, disease, acculturation or any combination of the three answer the shape that shows that rate at which
cultural traits are adopted answer someone who introduces a new cultural trait answer someone who adopts a new cultural trait early in the diffusion process answer someone who resists the spread of a new culture trait answer the spread and subsequent adoption of a cultural trait across many cultures and counties question cultural
imperialism answer when a one cultural system from another part of the world invades and dominates a local cultural system question cultural divergence (cultural nationalism) answer wen a group of people resists the influence of a particular cultural system answer the fear of alien people and cultures question perceptual
region/vernacular region answer area with boundaries that are defined by a cultural trait or beliefs, attitudes and opinions Is Malthusian theory still relevant today? What did Malthus get right? What were Thomas Malthus main ideas? What is the boserup theory? Why is Malthusian theory important? What are the theories of demography?
Why is the Rimland theory important to human geography? What are the different types of boundaries in human geography? What is Supranationalism in human geography? What are microstates in human geography? What is a multistate nation? What is a stateless nation in human geography? How are boundaries established? Cards
Return to Set Details Term Definition A state is an area organized into a political unit and ruled by an established government that has control over its internal and foreign affairs. Term Definition A country with its own nationality and land. Term Definition Sovereignty means independence from control of its internal affairs by other states.
Term What has happened to the number of soveign states in the world since 1960? Definition Term . What is gerrymandering? Definition Gerrymandering is the process of redrawing legislative boundaries for the purpose of benefiting the party in power. Term What is a good example of a nation divided between more than one state?
Definition Term What is the world's largest state? Definition Term Definition A nation-state is a state with very small land areas with its own sovereign rule. Term Where did the first widespread use of a nation-state concept occur? Definition In the time of Ancient Mesopotamia. Term Definition A colony is a territory that is legally tied to a
soverign state rather than being complete independent. Term What is a city-state? Give an example. Definition A city-state is a sovereign state that comprises a town and the surrounding countryside. Monaco. Term What is the only large land mass not part of a sovereign state? Definition Term What were the motives of European states in
establishing colonies? Definition -To promote Christianity -To extract useful resouces and to serve as captive markets for their products -To establish relative power through the number of their colonies. Term What is imperialism? Colonialism? Definition Imperialism is control of terrytory already occupied and organized by an indigenous
society. Colonialism is the effort by one country to establish settlements in a territory and to impose its political, economic, and cultural principles on that territory. Term Describe the British empire by the year 1900. Definition It was the largest colonial empire. Term Describe what is used to separate states or create boundaries. Definition -
Physical features of a region. (River,etc.) -Cultural dividers of region. (Language, etc.) Term What creates the boundary between the U.S. and Canada? Definition Term Definition Rounded countries with a central capital city Term What is a prorupted state? Definition Compact States with a large projecting extention Term What is an
elongated state? Definition Term What is a fragmented state? Definition A state that is divided into several discontinuous pieces of territory Term What is a perforated state? Definition States that completely surround other states Term What are landlocked states? Definition States that lack access to the ocean or sea Term Definition A
frontier is a zone where no state exercises complete political control. Supporting users have an ad free experience! 12/5/12 What are Human Rights What are human rights? Human rights are rights inherent to all human beings, whatever our nationality, place of residence, sex, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, language, or any
other status. We are all equally entitled to our human rights without discrimination. T hese rights are all interrelated, interdependent and indivisible. Universal human rights are often expressed and guaranteed by law, in the forms of treaties, customary international law... Premium Law, Economic, social and cultural rights, United Nations
655  Words | 3  Pages Open Document AP Human Geography Discuss in detail using specific examples of how folk and popular cultures differ with respect to the A. What is cultural imperialism? Chapter 4 FRQ Essays 2020 Unit 3 AP human geography FlashcardsAP Human Geography, Unit 3 FlashcardsAP human geography chapter 4
vocab FlashcardsAP Human Geography Course and Exam Description, Effective Fall Effects of Cultural Diffusion ReviewColonialism & Imperialism AP Human GeographyAP Human Geography 2020Colonialism, Imperialism, Devolution & The World! [AP Human AP Human Geography Cultural GeographyChapter 4 FRQ Essays 2020
spread or advance of one culture at the expense of others or imposition on other cultures which it modifies, replaces, or destroys. ...quizlet.comMay 30, 2021 Occurs when cultures become the same, or uniform, & local diversity is decreased. Term. CULTURAL IMPERIALISM. Definition. Invasion of a  ...www.flashcardmachine.comCulture
found in a large, heterogeneous society that shares certain habits despite differences in other personal characteristics. ...quizlet.comThe AP Human Geography course is equivalent to an introductory college-level geography, cultural geography, political geography, and and imperialism. ...apcentral.collegeboard.orgMay 30, 2021 Fiveable
has free study resources like AP Human Geography Effects of Cultural imperialism is the invasion of a culture into another by  ...fiveable.meDiffusion is the spreading of culture from one area to another. Irredentism refers to the belief that territory outside a given state should be made part of the state due  ...www.varsitytutors.com(AP) In
contrast to folk culture, popular culture is typical of Many countries consider western television and social media content a kind of “cultural imperialism”. ...www.aghseagles.orgMay 30, 2021 Need help reviewing for AP HUG?! Check out the AP Human Geography Ultimate Review Packet! A Packet made by Mr. Sinn to help you 
...www.youtube.comObliteration of an entire culture by war, disease, acculturation or a combination of the three. Cultural Geography. The subfield of human geography that looks at  ...app.memrise.comAP Human Geography Discuss in detail using specific examples of how folk and popular cultures differ with respect to the A. What is
cultural imperialism? ...www.commackschools.org Tags: ap human geography.
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